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THE RESERVE ADVOCATE
Only Newspaper Published in County

Contains all Catron County Official Proceedings

$3.00 a yea

VOLUMN I.

RESERVE, NEW MEXICO,

Official Newsper

State and County

AUGUST 20, 1921.

SATURDAY,

NUMBER 19.

.,.Ill
HOLM 0. BURSUM NOMINATED FOR
.

CATRON COUNTY

Commissioners' Proceedings

RANGE CONDITION

UNIQUE LODGE

BEST IN YEARS

On Ocean to Ocean Highway.
One
Range conditions In the great graz
of the Beauty Spots of the
ing region comprised In western So

Adjourned Session, August 12th, 1921

.M

-

U. S. SENATOR BY ACCLAMATION
No Other Name Presented To Convention.

Socorro Coun-

corro and Valencia counties are the
ty's Favorite Will Receive a Handsome Majority at
best in many years, according to G.
The
Special Election in September.
L. Rogers,
of the First
National Bank, of Albuquerque, who
has Just returned from a week's autoAs has been the expectation ever since Gov. Mechem
mobile trip in which he covered
much of the country west of Mag- called an election to vote for a United States Senator, Holm
dalena. The range In that section O. Bursum was nominated to fill the
vacancy which he has
of New Mexico, Mr. Rogers said tobeen
so
filling
acceptably, since his appointment, in the U
day, would carry double the live
S. Senate, caused by the resignation of Albert B. Fall, who
stock now grazing on it.
"I have never seen the range look is now in the cabinet.
better in the country west of Mag
While it was a foregone conclusion that Bursum would
dalena than at present." Mr. Rogers said. "It is one vast expanse be nominated, the
meeting was one of the most enthusiasof green and looks like a garden.
tic gatherings of the G. O. P. ever held in the state. A. B.
There is feed everywhere.
Gramma
grass is heading out and maturing Renehan was chairman, and the committee on resolutions
and the feed supply will carry every- reported and their recommendations were embidied in a
thing in that country through the
that will appeal to every fair minded voter in the
coming winter in fine shape. Indeed platform
the range experts of that section de state of New Mexico.
clare that double the number of cat
The party has preferred an honor that is richly deservtle and sheep could be wintered with
ed.
Holm O. Bursum has been the man who has lead the
out exhausting the feed supply and
my observation convinces me ithey party of progress to
victory in the past and he will again
are correct. I saw one huge pasture
lead
to
it
at
the special election on the 20th day
victory
extending as far as the eye could
And the honor will be reflected in the stand
reach, knee high in grass and with of September.
nothing in it 'but a little herd of
ing that the state will take when Bursum returns to Washbucks.
"In spite of the financial crisis ington. He has made an enviable record, second to none,
through which the Industry is pass in the short time since his appointment, and he will make
ing the stockmen are hopefull and a more enviable record in the
future. The party made no
much encouraged by the fine range
situation.
Restocking is, of course, mistake in this nomination' and his election, which is asthe next problem before them and sured, will add laurels both to Bursum
and to the great
one tsill to be worked out.
New
State
of
Mexico.
"There is some encouragement In
the prospect for fair prices for lambs
and while the stockmen will be forc
HANNA ACCEPTS DEMOCRATIC NOMINATION
ed to sell ewe lambs that should be
held on the range, there will be some
satisfactiorf if they get for them the
The democratic state convention at a late hour Friday
price that now seems reasonably pro
nominated Richard H. Hanna, of Albuquerque, for U. S..
bably."

Sunshine State

Catron County contains one of the
The Board of County Commiss- County Levies: W. A. Bounty,
General County, 00190; Indi- Unique Lodges of the west. It is
ioners of Catron County, New Mexon the Ocean to
ico, imet this 12th day of August, gent, 00006; Co. Agr. Agent, 00030; located at Datil,
A. D. 1921, at 10 o'clock A. M., County Road, 00060; Salary, 00200; Ocean Highway, and is the property
there being present W. J. Jones and Total with 5 Mills Ch. 140, 1921 of W. R. Morley who has a large
Anastacio Baca, Commissioners, A. 00500; Interest 00100;
County ranch in that neighborhood, and who
T. Chavez, County Clerk, Leandro Health, 00040; Co. School, 00900; also is president of the First Nat
Baca, sheriff by Steve Baca, deputy Spl. ro'ad Chap. 63 L, 1921, 00200; ional Bank, at Magdalena. Mr. Mor
Selso Garcia, interpreter.
Spl. road Chap 4, Laws 1920, 00300; ley has christened this unique build
The minutes of the previous meet Cert, of Ind. 00100; Transcript of lng "The Navajo Lodge" and it now
- offers the traveller over the most
Records, 00060.
lng were approved. Hon Rupert
popular transcontinental highway a
311
Sec.
within
Asplund, of Santa Fe, N. M repre
Levies
310,
County
most hospitable wii'.come, and the sur
State
Tax
Commission
the
Ch. 133, Laws 1921, 02200.
senting
rounding mountains offer also atwas also present, he being sent to Fed. Aid Road 00200.
tractions
not found in many localiCommissioners
out
the
State
Total
02400.
Co.
County
help
Total
Levies,
ties.
of Catron County, to prepare their and County Levies, 02925.
The lodge is built entirely of hand
Budget required for the next fiscal
The Board of County Commissionhewn pines from the Datil National
year.
ers instructed the Assessor and
The Following Budget Was Adopted
him to go ahead with the Forest and has a large attractive
For the Year 1021
Tax Returns, with such Districts that lobby reaching clear up to the roof
with restic stairways on each side
Genera ICounty Fund
Catron County has property for
leading up to a mezzanine floor from
Tax Levy, year 1921
00190.
which no returns have been made.
which the bed rooms open. A large
Probate Judge Florenclo Jiron, ap
Debits, Janitor $660.00 Credits Mdse,
open fireplace adds cheerfulness to
the
and
Board
sugLicenses $70.00
before
peared
the
The celling of the lobby
Debits, Jailor $600.00, Telephone gested that a Justice of the Peace is lobby.
feet
supported by logs thirty-fiv- e
and Telegraph $360.00. Water and be named in Pot. Nov 17., Lower
which are covered with hewn
long,
Frisco.
Light, $200.00.
slabs laid herring bone style.
Jacobo Jiron was named as J. P.
Debits, Fuel, 50 cords $400.00, Co,
On the ground floor Heading off
N.
No.
in
for
M.,
Trav.
17,
Pet.
and
$150.00
Frisco,
Exp.
Superintendent
the lobby is a dining room that will
2
P
constable
for
said
District Attny. Sal. $150; J.
and Selso Cordova,
accommodate twenty-si- x
guests com
Courts, $500.00; Birth and Death Precinct. The Board took a recess
fortably, with a modern equipped
M.
1
P.
Office
o'clock
until
Expen
registration, $50.00;
kitchen adjoining.
ses and supplies, $600.00; Feeding
Tho Board met as per adjourn
There is a broad porch on the east
Prisoners $200.00; Clerks and Tres ment, all present as before.
and south sides of J he ground floor
Commissioners
The County
Books, $250.00; Printing, $1000.00
passed and another
porch fifteen by twentyAssessors Add. Dep. and Exp. $2400 upon the aid's lor transcribing tne six
on the second story reached
fet
of
Insurance
the
records
all
property pertain from the mezannine floor.
$100.00;
Interpreter,
Total
$300.00
$8,570.00
ing to Catron County. The follow
The furniture like the building,
"
Bonded Indebtedness
ing bids were presented:
Is all made at the lodge from native
1. Guarantee
Co. Est. Bond $60,000, Issued
Title and Trust
timber, and like the building, is ar6
per cent Int. an Company, Socorro, New Mexico.
Option
tistic and in keeping with the
2. Paul B. Moore,
nual, $3,600 CH and Jail. Amount
Magdalena
30 N. M.
Due
$16,000 issued.
The lobby mazannlne hall and din3.
Abstract
Years Option 20 yrs. 6 per cent Int
McKinley County
room are all decorated with NaO
ing
Senator in opposition to U. S. Senator Bursum.. Hanna.-906 Cert, of Indebt. $15,000 Seri- and Development Company, Gallup,
rugs and hides and skins of bear
vajo
'
FOREST
SERVICE
NOTES
t'o rsome time refused to entertain the
ally for 6 years, annual interest $900 New Mexico.
lions, lobo wolves, coyotes, ilnx, wild
nomination, but the
4. Valentine Torres, Socorro, N.
Provide fpr Int., and Prem. paycat and other predatory animals, killMessrs. Woofter and Logan, of San news, this Saturday morning, is to the effect that pressure
ments for certificates of Indebted- M.
The rule's
ed in the Datil mountains.
ness in only levy under cert., or dn- The Board of County Commission and blankets are made at the Lodge Marcial, have purchased the ranches has been brought to bear, and that he had
accepted'.
and stock in West Red Canyon which
debt. Levy for interest on Estab ers having considered all the Bids
by Navajo gquaws out of wool shorn
lishment and Court House and Jail submitted, found that the one pre- from sheep raised on the ranch.
formerly belonged to John Amestoy.
COYOTE CONTROL FOR THE
Dated and executed at Magdalena,
Bonds $4,500. Co. Estab. Bonds sented by The Guaranty Title and
The dining table is supplied with
SAN AUGUSTINE PLAINS New
has
New
Mr.
of
Claude Fritz,
Reserve,
Trust Company, from Socorro
Mexico, this 3rd day of August
sinking fund to begin, 1926.
fresh meats, milk, butter, eggs, chick1921.
Court House and Jail Bonds Sink Mexico was the lowest bid presented. ens and vegetables all raised on the been appointed Forest Ranger on the
The undersigned Association, after Wm. R. MORLEY,
a time will act
Said bid reads as follows; they ranch under the skillful direction of Datil Forest and
ing fund to begin, 1931.
as an assistant on one of the western careful consideration of damages com
Mgr. San Augustine Plains
will transcribe all printed and writ a competent cook.
Salary Fund
mltted on live stock interest of the
Coyote Control Assn.
ten records by the Rectlgraph sys
Tay Levy, Year 1921, 00200.
The building is lighted by elec districts.
community, all of which are far In
O. L. COLEMAN.
Debits, County Commissioners Sal- tem of Photography, two pages of tricity and each bed room hag hot
excess of returns from fur values
Bureau Local District
Deputy Forest Supervisor AnderCredits, County Clk the original records to the sheet 12x and cold water and modern pumblng
ary, $900.00
and bounty and possible prevention
Leader.
cent per hundred words
Fees, $1,500; County Commission- - 16 for 3
A large, convenient garage also son was here several days last week.
of the death of an occasional unserAttested:
erg Exp. $1 000.00; Credits. Pro. Oik and agree to furnish the best kind of built of native pine logs and planned Mr. Anderson is in charge of the
vicable domestic dog, duly organized
CHARLES P. BLISS,
Fees, $100.00; Sheriff and Dep. $2
paper obtainable, to bind and Index liks a railroad round house with well Range Appraisal work for the Datil In
a meeting of August 3, 1921, at
O
has
been
demand
work
This
Forest.
Fees
$1,000 and punch the same all free of equipped repair shop, is operated in
450.00; Credits, Sheriff,
ed by Congress to be used as a basis Magdalena, N. M. named the organi
Biological Assistant, In Charge.
Assessors $1,750.00; Clerks and De charge. Binders furnished for this connection with the lodge.
for the determination of the proper zation San Augustine Plains Coyote ASSESSMENT WORK BILL,
Tres, $1,750.00; purpose by Catron County, New Mexputy, $2,260.00;
Control Association and elected a
AMENDED, PASSES HOUSE
Probate Judge, Salary, $300.00; Pro ico. We will carefully and accur
Precinct No. 35, Mogollon, New charges for the grazing privileges
to appropriate funds
bate Judge Expenses, 50.00; Sher ately trace all maps, plats and draw- - Mexico, at The Moose Hall; Mirs on the Naional Forests and must be manager, agreed
The bllil providing that annual as
to finance the provisions of this agree
Official
iff Expenses.
$2,000.00;
ngs for 4 cents per square inch on Harry Booth, Walter Hunington, W completed by 1923. On his recent
sessment
work on Mining Claims may
ment.
r
unWe will L. Whiteside, Judges.
Bonds Premium,i$300.00; Surve)-otrip Mr. Anderson got the work
Imperial Tracing Cloth.
The undersigned Association here be performed during the fiscal year
DisLuna
on
Frisco
and
the
der
New
with
way
each
and
furnish
further
plat map
Exp. $500.00
Precinct No. 26, Bursum,
Salary
by authorizes the Bureau of Biologi- rather than during the calendar year
Total
$13,250.00 or drawing so traced a 12x16 Rectl Mexico, at Watson Store; Juaquln tricts. It had already been started cal
Survey of the United States De has been passed by the House of
Black
and
Baldwin
on
the
of
free
Magdalena,
Toribio
of
Court Fund
the
W.
S.
Fullerton
map
Encinias.
original
graph
of Agriculture and the Representatives with the amendment
partment
Diet.
trac
Range,Districts.
Court terms $6,000.00; Credits
charge as a check on the work
Salaiz, Judges.
of New Mexico cooperating, to that the annual period ending De
State
Dist. Attny. ed. We furthermore agree to furCt. Clk. Fees, None.
Precinct No. 37, Luna, New Mexover a district des cember 21st 1921, shall continue to
Balance Taxes nish nil necessary affidavits and cer ico, at School House; Charles Adair Reserve, J. W Shlmmons; Pet. No. repress coyotes
2
Sal. $150.00
as the San Augustine Plains 12 o'clock meridian, July lBt, 1922.
cribed
Collected, None, and Proceeds Cert, tlflcatcs as to the correctness of the W. H. Raynolds, Mrs. John Whitley, 42, Quemado, Saturnino Gutierres;
District, lying with that irregular The change in making the annual
of Indebtedness, None.
work, and to furnish bonds in such Judges
Pet. No. 6, Calt Lake, John T. Cox; line that
approximately bounds the period expire at noon rather than at
in
Mex
Held
Will
Be
No Court Term
an amount as the Board of County
Precinct No 22. Aragon, New
Pot. No: 32, Mangas, Marcellno Se Plains of San
Augustine.
midnight will greatly add to the conThe Fall of 1921
Commissioners may require. Above ico, at Ramon Trujillo Store; Ramon dillos; Pet. No. 26, Bursum, Juaquin
The undersigned Association does venience of those taking up claims
H.
a
J.
first
class
Wild Animal Bounty Fund
Mrs.
to
be
made
No.
by
bond
35, Mogollon,
Encinias; Pet.
Trujillo, Tiofllo Mata,
agree to employ and pay the salary and will avoid confusion and mis
Year 1921; Tax Levy 00015; Esti- Surety Company. We agree to do Dean, Judges
Jake Klndell; Pet. 22, Aragon, John of a poisoner for a month and as long understanding, it was argued.
this work quickly and accurately.
mated needs, $650.00
Precinct No. 17, Lower Frisco, at R. Milllgan; Pet. No. 37, Luna, L. thereafter as in the
Judgment of the
During the course of the debate it
The Board took a recess until Aug School House; Santiago Jiron, Selso C. Laney; Pet. No, 10, Alma, M.
Indigent Fund
such
was
association
proves
employment
pointed out that the chang-- to
Year 1921, Tax Levy, 00006; Esti- list 13 th, at 9 o'clock A. M.
Cordova, Esther K. Romero, Judges. Baulke.
of benefit, and further to furnish all the fiscal year will make It possible
The Board met as per adjourn
mated needs, $250.00.
Precinct No. 6, Salt Lake, New
At Greens Gap, the County Com bait material necessary in the proper to do two years assessment in a sin
ment all present us before.
Interest Fund
Mexico, at Isidore Davila Place; Isi- missoners namea r ran raamews, xu execution of
operation.
gle year. The 1921 work, far
Year 1921, Tax Levy 00100, Debits
Tho Board agreed to award the dore Davila, Jr., Audon Gonzales, do their share of the work, beginning The
could be done In June and the
undersigned Association agrees
AlBonds
records
House
$900.
contract for transcribing the
Mrs. T. W. Lynch, Judges.
$16,000; Court
from the highway towards the
government coyote 122 work in July. This will make
that
protected
of Socorro and Catron counties, of
Debits $60,000; Co. Est. Bonds,
Precinct No. 44, Frisco, New Mex- gere Hill as far out as they can do
poison furnished is for use only by for Important economies, it was de
Total
all the property pertaining and ef ico, at P. M. I. Hall; Emllio Peralta, the work, with all the people living
$4,500.00
the poisoner employed and that no clared, as materials need not be trans
Cert, of Indebtedness Fund
fecting Catron County, to the Guar Emilia K. Jiron, Mariano Ulivarra, at Greens Gap, N. M.
of said poison will be fur ported twice to the claim and the
quantity
Year 1921,
00100, Debits anty Title and Trust Company, of judges.
In compliance with the proclama nished any person or member or work for two years caa be made
$6,000.00 Socorro, New Mexico.
Precinct No. 32, Mangas, New Mex tion issued by the Governor of the otherwise in or out of this AssociaPrincipl 3 of $15,000
practically continuous operation,
0.900
Celso Cordova presented his resig ico, at Filimon Baca Store; Marcel-In- o State of New Mexico, for the purpose tion.
Interest at 6 per cent
important saving will be made
Fund
as
for
the
Mrs.
an
Roads
nation
Pedro
20th
of having an election on the
Special
Gavaldon,
interpreter
Sedillos,
day
The Buerau of Biological Survey in many cases, in that road repair
Sil00200
for
Year 1921, Tax Levy
Board of .County Commissoners, Filimon R. Baca, Judges.
of September, 1921, for the purpose agrees to furnish free, adequate in will be reduced.
In mativ instances
Road.
ver
which resignation was accepted. Com
Precinct No. 10, Alma, New Mex-ic- of voting a U. S. Senator, for New structions in advanced coyote con roads are washed away during win.
4
to
L.
1920
a
1921
L.
W.
motion
made
mlssloner Jones
Chap-- 63,
Chap
at School House; George
Mexico and futther to vote on the trol and. prepared coyote poison and ter. If the
present bilD should be
Year 1921, Tax Levy, 00300 Chap. leave the matter of the interpreter Rowe, George Spurgeon, Mrs. Ear eleven amendments to the Constimonthly summary of results under come a law, the road will have to be
4 Laws, 1920.
until the regular meeting In Octo nest Kitt, Judges.
tution of the State of New Mexico, the provisions of this agreement and made passable each second year only
Precinct No. 34, Reserve, New passed by the last legislature, we of similar organizations in the state. and In this
ber, which motion was seconded by
County Health Fund
way effort and money
Year 1921, Tax Levy 00040,
Commissioner Baca,
Mexico, at Woodmen Hall; L. A. Jes- - the County Commissioners of Catron The undersigned Association agrees will be saved.
General School Fund
The Board named the following sen, Mrs. J. R Gaunt, P. S. HIgglns, County, have named the judges of to collect no bounty on predatory aniO
Year 1921, Tax Levy 00900,
Election of the various precincts, In mals taken during the period of coplaces, and Judges of Elections. For Judges.
A New Yorker, who wished to be
th e election which Is to be held on
The board recessed until 1 o'clock and for Catron County, New Mexico. operation with the government and a
Transcript of Record Fund
great farmer rented a farm and
Year 1921, Tax Levy, 00060.
the 20 th day of September, A. D. P. M
The County Commissioners ad state under this agreement; to se- went to a dairyman to buy a cow.
921.
The Board met as per adjourn
County Agent Fund
journed until September 28th, A. D. cure and ship the ears of the animals The dairyman showed him a heifer
Precinct No. 42, Quemado, New ment all present as before.
Year 1921, Tax Levy 00030; Esti1921 at 9 o'clock, or subject to the taken, together with a report of ac- and said: "She Just had her first
$1,400,
mated Funds.
Mexico; at Anastacio Baca Hall, Sat
The Board named the following call of the Chairman.
tivities at the close of each month to calt three weeks ago." He opened
urnlno Gutierres, Judge; James A. persons to serve within their Pre Attested
County Road Fund
Mr. O. L. Coleman, Hope, New Mex the heifer's mouth and added: "See
Year 1921, Tax Levy 00060.
A. T. CHAVEZ,
Graham, O. D. Collins.
cincts, as Road Supervisors.
ico, Bureau Representative In the San what a young mouth she has."
Precinct No. 19, Da til, New MexGeneral Summary Catron County,
Precinct No. 19, W. R. Morley,
County Clerk.
The would-b- e farmer looked at It,
Augustine Plains District.
ico, at C. D. Cissel, residence; Tom Datil; Pet. No. 17, Lower Frisco,
County Valuation year 1921
All furs taken by employees of this and replied: "You're right, she's so
More farmers die from being retir Association are to be the property young she hasn't got a front tooth
$5,029,000. Raynolds, Seilso Armijo, Mrs. Char- David Jiron; Pet. No 44, Middle Fris
00585 lie Cissel, judges.
State Levies. Total Rate
co, W. H. Criswell; Pet. No. 34, ed than from being tired.
of this Association.
on her upper Jaw."
1;

.

fr

1-

j

$3,-60- 0.

Tax-Lev-

er

a,

:

The only telegraph pole found standing In three villages near South Bay,
N. B., swept by forest fires, held aloft
a metal sign bearing this ironic In-

IN PARAGRAPHS
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

CONDENSED

FOR

EVENT8
BUSY

PEOPLE.
(Wisttra Nmpaptr I'nloi Nm Senlt )

WESTERN
A

concurrent

resolution

declaring

that It is the sense of the Teias Legis
lature that the interests of the United
States and Texas may be better served

by official recognition of Mexico was
adopted In the House at Austin, recently.
Grain, which hud been shocked,
ready for threshing, was scattered
over the fields, granaries were demolished and hundreds of trees were
snapped off In a terrific wind storm
which swept the district west of Grand
Forks, N. D., recently.
Mrs. Sylvester I'renatt, who went to
Butte from Oakland, Calif., to see the
slayers of her husband executed, Aug.
20, will be denied permission to witness the deed. Sheriff Duggnn suld "1
will not penult her to he present unless the condemned men consent,"
stated Sheriff Duggun.
Col. William It. Berger, founder of
the University of New Mexico, and its
years, died
secretary for twenty-fivat Helen, New Mexico, aged 74 years.
He was a pioneer editor and nttorney
In the state and had held territorial positions and various offices in the G. A.
It., and leading lodges of the state.
Ralph C. Nelson, discharged from
the army it Fort Bliss, Texas, met
death at Alninngordo, N. M., when he
fell underneath a moving passenger
train. He wa on his way to his home
of
Alfred Krakse
In Toledo, Ohio.
West Park, Ohio, discharged at the
same time, was with him when the accident happened.
Charles McCauley died from a bullet wound Inflicted at a picnic park
near Berkeley, Cal., when prohibition
officers attempted to break up an alThe
leged bootlegging undertaking.
officers fired their pistols when attacked by alleged bootleggers and
patrons. McCauley was said to have
been a bystander.
Using every effort to hide his Identity, n young mun walked into ft small
enfion about 300 yards above the hanging bridge In the Itoyul gorge, swnl- lowed two ounces of curbolic acid and
shot himself through the head. His
body yns found by W. I. Guthrie, an
oil man from Wichita, Kan., who, with
his son, lms .been camping-- on top of
the gorge.
e

WASHINGTON
The request of A. D. I.iisker, chairman of the Shipping Honnl, tor
was turned
from Congress
Instead of the amount asked
down.
by Laskcr, the House appropriations
committee grunted mi emergency appropriation of $48,500,000.
lenders
A warning to Republican
against Increasing tuxes in revising
the internal revenue bill was given in
the Senate by Senator Borah, Republican, of Idaho, who also proposed reductions In army and navy expenditures of nearly $500,000,(100.
The prisoners of war who have been
restored to their homes by tint League
of Nations now total approximately
400,000, Willi a little more than 100,000
jet to be repatriated, It was announced
by the League of Nations news bu
lean.
Lieut. R. H. Levissee, an nil' mall pilot, narrowly escaped death at Con
cord, Calif., In making a forced land
ing after bis engine went dead while
he was LOW) feet in the nh
Owing to
obstructions near the landing field bis
machine turned over on him and when
he wns extricated he said he was un
injured.
Republicans of the Senate privileges
and elections committee voted Senator Truman H. Newberry, Republican,
Michigan, whose election In 1018 was
contested by Henry Ford, Democratic
nominee, a clear title to his seat.
Democratic committee members all
voted in opposition mid the long contested case now goes to the Senate for
final decision.
Investigation by the Senate ComCommission
to
determine
merce
whether there is "monopolistic manipulation" of petroleum products was
proposed In a resolution Introduced by
Senator King, Democrat, Utah, who
said depression in crude oil prices evidenced manipulation by large Interests, while prices of gasoline und
othvr products had not been reduced
proportionately.
The first break la the printers'
strike in progress In Rochester, N. T.,
since May 0, came when A. J. Crom-baepresident of the Pressmen's local No. ,'(8, notified the Rochester
that the men have unanimously voted to return to work, dropping
r
their demands for the
week.
More than a thousand Assyrian
Christians fleeing from persecutions
by Mohammedans, are on their way
to the United States on small sailing
vessels, Secretary Davis suld It Washington.

$12.r,-KK),0- 0

.

Southwest

News
GALL TO WORLD

From All Over

New Mexico

FORMAL INVITATION IS SENT TO

and Arizona

GENERAL

,

GENERAL.
Three men were killed and several
seriously injured when a drying machine burst in the plant of the Standard Silk Dyeing Company at Patterson,
N. J.
Joseph Peters paid a fine of $30
after conviction in municipal court at
Detroit for stealing 10 cents from a
When arrested, police tesnewsboy.
tified,

Peters

had $90 In his pockets.

Earl Welch, 20, died at Columbus,
Ohio, of n fractured skull sustained
when knocked to the floor in a boxing match with Harold Myers, who Is
held by the police. Both are of Columbus,' fln(l were engaged In a friendly
bout.
Official

announcement of the appointment of Bishop M. J. Curley of
St. Augustine, Fla., as archbishop of
Baltimore, succeeding the late Archbishop' Cardinal Gibbons, has been received by Catholic officials at Washington.

The fact that people are not eating
so much candy now as they did during
the war was one of the reasons as
cribed for the failure of the Boston
Confectionary Company, which filed a
petition in bankruptcy at Boston, with
liabilities of more than $800,000. The
company's assets were listed as $080,- 865.

Where the new Pacific highway
crosses the Canadian border at Blnlne,
Wash1? IT gateway Is" being erected to

commemorate 100 years without fortifications or armies along the 3,000
miles of international boundary. Inscribed over the doorways nre the
legends, "Open or,100 Years" and
May These Doors .ever He closed."
young men are
Three Colorado
among the 208 candidates for appoint
In the
ment ns second lieutenants
nrmy;.w4w qualified ns a result of lust
April's examination, It was announced
by the war department. Those com
missioned from Colorado are: Harry
Meyer, Denver, engineer corps; John
Harry, Boulder, In field artillery, and
Creswell G. Blukeney, Denver, in field
artillery.
metal
Wlilter Bunton, a
worker In the employ of the New York
ut. I.uporte, Intl.,
Blower Company
modestly admits that he is about to
become a millionaire and that he expects eventually to Join the multimillionaire ranks, Bunton has Invented
a process for hardening copper for
which he declares the United States
Steel Corporation is to pay him
and n royalty of 2 cents a
pound ns long as the patent exists.
liqui in
Drinkers of
Wisconsin must stand far enough away
from the bar to be unable to place their
foot on the rail or to set their glasses
on the counter In order to keep from
violating the law, according to an opinAssistant
ion of J. K. Mcsserschmiilt,
attorney general.
Lyle A. Turner, official of a Des
Moines, Iowa, rug company, wns arrested after he hud tried to sell a Vug
valued at $3,000 for $150. He Is suid
to have admitted to the police that lie
shipped several rugs from the stock
of the company by which he Is employed to himself at Chicago, and
planned to sell'them to help finance
g vacation.
A
child gathered flowers
in a neighbor's yard In Chicago, and,
carrying the blossoms back to her own
yard, tried to plant them. As the re
sult of a dispute over the punishment
of the child, which followed, her
grandmother, Mrs. Anna Gaugner, 52,
is dead, and her mother, Mrs. Mar
injured.
garet Gaugner, Is seriously
to save
The grandmother "Interceded
the child from a spanking, and the
women fell down a flight of stairs dur
ing the struggle.
Lewis H. Harding, secretary of the
Salt Lake Rotary Club, prominent In
Masonic circles, and reported to be a
Ustant relative of President Harding,
was drowned while on a fishing trip
at Jackson's lake, near Morim, Wyo.,
according to a telegram received by
bis business partner.
The prisoners of war Hint bnve been
restored to their homes by the League
of Nations now total approximately
100,000, with a little more than 100,- 000 yet to be repatriated, It was an
nounced by the League of Nations
news bureau In New York.

(Western

Newspaper
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During the latter part Of July the
Plainvlew Grain Exchange of Clovls,
N. M, shipped over 1,000 cars of
wheat.. This is an average of over 50
cars for each working day of the
month.
An order drawing a grand jury of
members to report on Aug.-2twenty-on- e
bus been signed in the Yavapai
County Superior Court at Prescott No
specific investigations were mentioned
In the order.
A new oil well will soon be spudded
In on Hie tract north of Columbus, N.
Mexico Oil
M, by the Redlaud-NeCompany, the contract calling for a
bole 4,000 feet deep unless oil is found
at a lesser depth.
The balance on hand In the state
treasury on June 30, 1921, was $2,804,-318.0us compared with $2,T.l,019.rj
on July 1, 1020, according to the annual report of State Treasurer Raymond
Enrliurt of Arizona.
Building permits for the month of
July In Albuquerque reached the high
mark of $84,171, which is a hew record for the city for the year. This Is
the highest since 1120 when the mark

...

Over $100,000- .-

was

Canning of the tomato crop in the
Mimbres valley, N. M., has been started, uud in spite of the blight which
struck the vines the early part of the
season it Is thought that the crop will
equul that of lust year.
The harvesting of the big apple crop
of the Roswcli; N. M., valley bus been
started mid indications are that It will
compare favorably with that of other
years, und On account 'of the high
quality. w ill bring a higher price.
Artesia, N. M will ship about 1,200

carloads of apples during the fall
months. The crop this year Is said to
be of unusually good quality ulthough
the yield is small. There will be a
good peach crop In the Hope country
After a ten days' search In the moun
tains near Las Vegas, N. M., all hopes
of finding the body of Kenneth Her
ron, who was lost last fall while bunt
ing, were given up. It Is thought
that the. fate of the boy will never be
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Newest
Creation

Informal identic notes of invitation
forwarded to Grent Britain, France,
Italy and Japan, the American govern
ment pledged its own unstinted
eratlon in such an effort and further
defined ns follows ns Its own concep
tions of the principles Involved:
That there cun be no hope for peace
or stability until the tax burden re
sulting from heavy armament had
been reduced.
That such a reduction is "possible
If troublesome
International
only
problems are solved by common con
sent.
That among these problems the Pa
clflc and Far Eastern questions occu
py u position of "unquestioned iin
portunee."
That although there Is no Intention
to dictate the scope of the conference,
the discussions should touch upon
matters "which have been" of Interna
tiomil concern us well as those now
admittedly controversial ; and
That the question of naval arma
ments might well be considered first
though there should be no barrier to a
full consideration of armaments of ev

.

e

"AFTER

WRIGLEVS

Nwipiptf Unloo Nm Bmki. )

Washington
Putting' Into definite
terms Its proposals for a disarmament
conference, the United States Invited
the great powers to unite In "a prac
tical effort to remove the causes of
misunderstanding" und so facilitate re
duction of the world's enormous outlay
for the materials of war.

Coincidentally with Hie dispatch of
the invitations to the four great powers, China was asked to send a delegation to take part In those discussions
of the conference which relute to the
Pacific and the Far Fast. All five na
tions thus Invited have indicated In for
known.
thnt they would accept.
Thousands of acres of land In the miilly
The note of invitation follows the
Santa Cruz county oil district have
principles previously defined by this
been leased In Arizona.
Representain its informal conversa
government
Land
State
of
the
tives
Department tions with other
powers, hut particu
It
land.
located about all the forestry
wns attracted by the
attention
lar
was
all located
is said, but whether it
that a solution of the Far
for Hie state,- or some for private Indi suggestion
should
include
situation
Eastern
viduals, is not known.
"common understandings with respect
new
The contract for the
highway to matters which have been und nre
from .Mugdiilena to Wolf Wells, ten of International concern."
miles west, bus been let and the work
State Department officials would
will be pushed to completion ns fast not interpret the text of the note, but
as possible. This is part of the iniiiil the general assumption here wns that
road to the Arizona line and for some- under this definition a way would be
time has heeti one of the worst
found to discuss such questions as
stretches in that part of the state.
Yap and Shantung, which "have been"
Recent' ruins In practically all parts of international concern, but which
of Arizona have tended to improve Japan now Is inclined to regard ns
rond conditions with the exception of closed incidents.
a few points where the highways have
Suicide Pays for Gas.
been badly washed and culverts are
William Larson hud gone
Chicago.
out, according to information received
years of life
through his fifty-fivby the state headquarters of the AutoSo before ending his
mobile Club of Arizona from its thirty owing no man.
life in the bathroom of bis home he
local representatives.
wrote a note telling of Ills act and
The railroad valuation of $!).",(V!8,7"7
45 cents beside it to pay
deposited
fixed by the Tux Commission of New
for the gas he used In suicide.
Mexico on May '5 stands as the 1921
Five Killed in Wreck.
valuation, .1. K. Saint, chairman, stathave
Miss.
ed. The valuation, which fulls $5,400,-41Reports
Vicksburg,
below the 1020 valuation, allows been received here that train No. 13
of the Yazoo & Mississippi
(he depreciation which drew Governor
Valley
Mechem's protest and which the tax diillrond, struck n truck ut a grade
deas the result of bis
.commissi
crossing at Auguilhi, Miss., fifty miles
mand, Inter disallowed and raised the north of here, killing five and injur
valuation more than $8,000,000.
ing twelve.
An important link In the main highway eiistwnrd from Phoenix will be
Liquor Coming from Canada.
constructed this fall, bids having been
Windsor, Ontario. Canadian prohi
asked by the stale engineer for ft bition officials expect liquor will pour
stretch of
across the border into the United
concrete paving from the end of the Slates in greater streams than ever
Teni-- '
on
the
eastward
Pboeplx paving
before, because of the court ruling
pie rond to junction with the state here thnt the Ontario temperance act
does not prohibit exportation of intox
highway at the Grand canal.
Announcement has been made that icants to a foreign country. Disagreeofficials,
work on the road from Clifton, Ariz., ing with American custom
who stilted in Detroit that they did not
will be started soon and with the work
the
look for Incrensed
on the two projects In Grant county,
orders from the
said
that
Canadians
N. M
It will mean that the dam to United States
already were reaching
dam highway will he opened within the breweries and distilleries in this dis
to
mean
much
will
This
next. year.
trict, and thnt owners of these plants
Grant county, ns this will be one of the said they would fill orders.
finest transcontinental routes In the
entire West. The first work in the
Investigating Debs Caie.
Attorney General
Washington.
county will be on the stretch from
Santa ltita and Sherman to connect
Dangherty has begun drafting his
over the recommendations to the President In
with the scenic
highway
Block range. The second section will regard to the proposed pardon for
V. Debs, the Socialist leader, now
be from the Gila river west to the
confined in the federal prison nt At
county line, and is also of great imlanta. Daugherty snid he hoped to
portance as It will connect with the
this
route to Mogollon. With all the routes complete his report "sometime
and Indicated that there probcompleted Grant county will have month,"
ably would he some action In the Debs
some of the finest roads In the Southcase before Labor day.
west.
three-mil-
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GREAT POWERS TO MEET IN

British-America-

DURING THE PAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT

junction : "Citizens, protect your forests from fire!"
The royal yacht squadron Is giving
a special prize to the first American
yacht to finish in the first
cup race at Cowei
regatta. The towa of Cowes will give
a cup for the first Anierkua yacht In
the second cup race..
hal
The Bulgarian
government
drawn up a plan for the demobilization of the army and the recruiting of
a volunteer force. It is inclined to believe, however, that It will be Impossible to enlist the minimum of 12,000
volunteers by Oct. 1, as demanded by
the allies.
In a collision between a passenger
and a freight train near Nikolsk, sixteen persons were killed and eighteen
Injured, among them a few Jnpanese.
The collision was said to have been
caused by hands of partisans who have
been engaged In sporadic hostilities In
that part of Russia.
The allies have warned Greece that
an advance on Constantinople by her
troops will not be tolerated, It was authoritatively stated today. No ground
exists, however, It is added, for believing Greece contemplates such advance,
which would bring her Into conflict
with the allied army of occupation.
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The Flavor Lasts
That's the Way With Them!
Complimenting the Boston (Ga.)
Bostonlan on the purchase of a new
printing plant and its installation In
new location, the Tifton Gazette
says:
That is the way with these news
paper men ; ns soon as tney lay tnetr
hands on a little- money, straightway
they spend It In building up the town
and developing the community; that's
what Improving a newspaper means."
If

You Need
You

a Medicine

.

Should Have the Best

Have yon ever stopped to reason why
so many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
The
of eight and are Boon forgotten?
reason is plain the article did not fulfill
This
the promises of the manufacturer.
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation that has real
curative value almost sella itself, aa like
an endless chain system the remedy is
recommended by those who have be?n,
benefited, to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druggist Bays "Take for
a
example Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roopreparation I have sold for many years
nd never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every case it shows excellent re
sults;' tti many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large a
sale."
According to sworn statements and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
Kilmer s Swamp-Roo- t
is due to the fact,
so many people claim, that it fulfills almost every wiidi in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments; corrects urinary troubles and neutralizes the uric
acid which causes rheumatism.
You mav receive a sample bottle of
Swamp-Roo- t
by Parcels Post. Address
Dr. Kilmer & Co.. Binehamton, N. Y.,
enclose
and
ten cents; also mention this
paper. Large and medium size bottles
for sale at all drug stores. Advertisement

Citizen

Worth

While.

"Every man should aspire to serve
his country,'' remarked the perpetual
candidate for office.
"I quite agree with you," said Mr.
Duhwaite, "but be ought not to let ambition get such a strangle hold on him
that It Interferes with his earning a
living.- - My Idea of a patriot is a man
who Is also a good producer." Birmingham

Sure

Relief

it is that

RECORD OF PLEASANT HOURS
Book of Night Life" Will Make Inter

6

Bell-an- s

Hot water
Sure Relief
LL-AN-

FOR

S

INDIGESTION

WATCH
THE BIG 4
Stomach-Kidneys-Heaxt-Liv- er

Keep the vital organs healthy by
regularly taking the world's stand
ard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

GOLD MEDAL

The National Remedy of Holland foi
centuries and endorsed by Queen Wilhel
mina. At all druggists, three sizes.
boa
Look for t name Gold Medal aa
and accept ao iautattoa

mr

esting Reading in the Years
v
to Come.

The responsible position of the old
family album has been usurped in the
homes of an Increasing nutnber of
modern young persons by the "Book
The new volume Is
of Night Life."
almost ns lnrge as the old family album. It Is supposed to record the
amusement mcanderlngs of the young
couple who keep It. Every theatrical
program is brought home, together
with the ticket stubs, and pasted In
It, and the date of the performance
Inscribed at the top of the page.
Below each playgoer writes his and
her
opinion of the play with such obof
Arizona
In
the
the
appeal
Papers
Mobs Preacher for Remarks.
servation as, "snappy music, but not
Power Company, appellant, vs. C. Benmuch plot;" "very sad, both of us
by al
Oskaloosa, Iowa. Aroused
jamin Hayes, administrator of the esman awfully conceittate of the late R. W. Griffith, appelleged unpatriotic remarks concerning cried;" "leading
American dead In France, n mob, said ed," and other pungent remarks.
lee, were filed In the State Supreme
At the end of the season the "Book
to have Included a number of
Court. 'The power company is appealof Night Life" contains a complete
ice men, seized the Rev. W. L. Wilfond,
ing from a Judgment of the Yavapai
an evangelist preacher at a tent meet? record of the couple's evenings In
County Superior Court.
of amusement. Visitors find It
At the regular meeting of the Cliiy-toIng, forced the man Into an automo search
extremely Interesting. Chicago Jour
N. M., Chamber of Commerce, the bile and carried him nut In the coun
dates for the big roundup were set for try to apply tar and feathers. As the nal.
August 31 and September 1 and 2. tar was being poured over his head,
If n woman could retain her beauty
Plons are being made to haqdle the the man is said to have promised to
without
largest crowd In the history of the leave town and was released without forever she would get along
brains.
i further punishment.
city,
Eu-ge- e

v

50good cigarettes
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Motor Fuel is
Real Problem
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Green Apples Saved Boy
Run Over by Automobile

Children Cry For

iNet Contents 15FlridPra.om

Green apples saved Charles
twelve years old, of
Duncanville, Pa., from serious
Injury, If not from death, when
horseshoe led him
a good-lucInto danger.
The boy spied the horseshoe
In the rood, darted out to get It,
and was struck by an automobile driven by Harry Bowman,
chief of police of Holidaysburg,
Mabley,
'

k

Temporary Gasoline Excess Now
Does Not Solvo the Question
for the Future.
UNMINED

RESERVE

LIMITED

If Oil Wag Extracted From Ground
at Rate Equal to That of 1820 the
Rewrv Would Only Last
.

13

Year.

By E. H. LESLIE,
Aaaoclate Professor of Chemical Engineering, University of Michigan.
At present petroleum Is being produced faster than It Is used, and stocks
of gasoline are Increasing. Crude oil
produced In Oklahoma has dropped In
price from $8.60 .o $1.00 per barrel,
and the price of gasoline has been lowered several cents per gallon. But
one should not be misled by the present situation; which Is only a port of
the business cycle through which we
are passing. It Is a peculiarity of the
business that the drilling
of new wells reaches a maximum at
the crest, or even after the crest, ot
the wave of prosperity. The result Is
an overproduction of crude oil In the
Qme of depression. Prices drop, profits vanish, and new drilling stops. But
within a year or two the pendulum
swings the other way, and again there
Is a scarcity of oil due to the Interruption of drilling In the time of depression. This cycle of events would
take place even If there were an endless supply of crude oil underground.
Real Fuel Problem.
The real motor fuel problem la not

decline In the domestic production
of petroleum.
On the other hand, the use of automobiles, tractors, trucks and gasoline
engines is becoming more general. Today the total number of registered
motor vehicles Is over nine millions,
an almost unbelievable Increase In the
short period of 25 years. What Is
more, the number Is still growing, and
will probably exceed 13,000,000 within
a few years.
Where are we to get the fuel to run
this vast number of cars?
The quality of market gasoline will
not change greatly In the next few
years, at least not until the automotive engineers perfect devices that will
handle heavier and less volatile gasoline satisfactorily.
In spite of the fact that for several
years the United States has produced
of the world's oil, we have
recently been dependent upon foreign
sources of supply of crude oil. Eighty
per cent of the world's" oil Is consumed
In this country.
In 1920 our Imports
were 110,000,006 barrels, or 25 per cent
of our domestic production. This oil
came largely from Mexico. As the
years pass, the United States will become- more and more dependent upon
Imports of petroleum. This will mean
higher prices and therefore necessitate
more efficient utilization once the oil
Is in this country.
Other Sources of Fuel.
What other possible sources of fuel
are there? Much has been heard of
shale oil and of alcohol. Neither ot
these commodities will be Important
as motor fuels until mnny
developments have taken place. The
development of a shule oil Industry on
a scale sufficient to furnish large quantities of motor fuel is an undertaking
a

two-thir-

concerned with the swings of the business pendulum, although the present
abundance of fuel is pointed to by superficial critics as showing how wrong
have been the predictions of the scientists that have warned us of a future
shortage.
The problem arises In part through
the fact that the underground reserve
of petroleum Is limited. At present
the unmlned reserve of the United
Plans
States Is only about 5,800,000,000 bar- Oberammergau Committee
be
oil
extracted
to
rels. Ware this
to Put on Thirty Performances
from the ground at a rate equal to thnt
of Great Spectacle.
of the year 1020, a feat that Is quite
out of the question from a practical
standpoint, the reserve would only last
13 years. It is thus evident, however,
MANY PARTS TO BE GIVEN OUT
that after a few years we must expect

jAr;Tfir'
!t rnunl.-- .l

Pa.
Mobley

!'

New
York.
"Every trunk
that's lost contains diamonds,
necklaces and all that," said the
baggage man at the Grand Central terminal. "That Is, they're
Anxious passensupposed to.
gers whose trunks have been
sidetracked tell us of all the
wonderful things they contain.
But the funny thing Is that,
when the trunks are finally
located It's usually found that
dresses, shirts and things of
that nature were about all that
were In them after all. Mnny
of those who reclaim their stray
trunks tell us so themselves.
Examination proves it in other
cases. It Just goes to show that
the loser always exaggerates his

cKr0plam,Morpaiue'";

MtaerKoTNARCOTrc,
comparable to the creation of the
whole coal mining industry of today.
And to produce alcohol, we must first
have available suitable raw material.
It Is quite out of the question to make
large quantities of fuel alcohol from
food materials, such as grain and potatoes. Possibly wood moy be the future source of alcohol, and reforestation of waste areas the means of supplying the wood.
Lastly, It is probable that necessity
will be the mother of Invention In
methods of utilizing fuels. Present enwill
gines and devices for carhuretlon
be modified in such a way that where
we now drive a car 10 to 20 miles on a
be
gallon of gasoline, we shall Inter
satisfied only with 20 to 40 miles. The
chemist will be called upon to study
what happens within the engine cylinders and to find means of producing
more salutary results.
Let us not allow the momentary
oversupply of gasoline to blind us to
the real situation. The
of scientists, commercial Interests, public and government Is needed for the
successful solution of the problem.

village, as the Oberammergau
have slight resources.
Most of the burghers are wood-carver-

potters, painters, sculptors,
farmers, merchants and small shopkeepers. Only the descendants of the
villagers who were saved from the
plague In 1633 take part In the Passion
Ploy and assume responsibility for Its
production.
In
Next October will be a fateful month
8ome Who Played Leading Roles
for then the names of the villagers,
Last Production Are Disqualified
who are to have the leading roles In
by Age or for Other Reasons
the spectacle will be announced.
Lang to Be Christ.
To be selected to enact the role of
Baverla. Thirty Jesus Christ or one of the apostles Is
Oberammergau,
hove a far greater honor to an Oberainmpr-gaperformances of the Passion Pluy comman than election to the Presibeen scheduled for 1922 by the
of Germnny or any other office
directdency
Is
which
twenty-onof
mittee
within the gift of the entire German
will
number
this
but
ing the spectacle,
depeople.
be increused If the attendance
And any woman of Olieranmiergnu
1900
mands, as was the case both In
would far rnther be chosen to pluy
and 1910.
the role of Mnry or Mnrthn or Mnry
It will require an outlay of 1,500,000
than to be In the position
marks to stage the Oberammergau Magdalene
of Frnu Ebert ns mistress of the Presiare
extremely
the
and
villugers
play
dent's palace In Berlin.
anxious about the German political
Many of the actors In the Passion
that
such
be
conditions
lest
situation
next year will doubtless be the
Play
attend.
not
foreigners will
same as those In the cost when the
the
constitute
who
The 360 burghers,
was last produced In 1910. Anton
descendants of the original peasants ploy who
enacted the role of Josus
Lang,
who made the vow to produce the play
Christ In 1900 and 1910, will probably
redecennially, personally assume the
und he chosen for the part again, as lie is
sponsibility for this expenditure,
still young enough to undertake the
the failure to attract sufficient visitors arduous
task and looks the part so well
to meet the cost would result In the
that younger aspirants are not likely
entire
.the
of
practically
bankruptcy
to displace him.
Candidates for "Mary."
Ottllie Zwlnk, who'plnyed the rnle of
Mary In 1910. has mnrried since that
time. No mnrried woman can play a
role.
Consequently all the young
women of Oberammergau with ability
and experience ns actresses are eagerly
frying to qualify for the highly important part. Paula Rendl. daughter of
Peter Rendl. the sculptor, who was Joseph of Arlmnthen in the play of 1910
nnd enacted the role of St. John
twenty-on- e
yenrs ago. Is one of the
most promising candidates for the role
of Mnry. Frnuleln Redl has shown
great nbillty In minor religious plays,
which are produced constantly by the
Obernmmergnu folk as a means of
training actors for the Passion Play.
Mnrlp Mayr, who played the role of
Mary Magdalene In the 1910 production, also has married and Is living In
Chicago. Marie Schmld, who was the
Veronica In the last production, also
has married.
of the Oberammergnu
Eighty-twmen died during the war, and many of
the older actors of the last production
will be disqualified by age for Important roles. Consequently there are
scores of places In the cast to which
young men with ability as actors may
aspire. They have begun to let hair
grow. Wigs nnd makeup are not permitted by the directors of the J'nsslon

Gen. Pershing Decorates Stubby

Play.

Practically all the older men who
had Important parts in the last production have never cut their hair.
Many of them have retained their long
beards nnd pride themselves on their
resemblance to the Wbllcal characters
they have depicted.
Stubby, a brindle Boston bull terrier, in the otlice of General Pershing
of American forces In Europe during the
Just after' the commander-in-chie- f
the property of
war had decorated him as a wounded hero. Stubby, who Isofficial
mascot of
has been designated the
J Robert Conroy of Washington,
engagements with the Twenty-sixtthe A E F He participated In seventeen
medal
division 'receiving a shrapnel wound In the battle of Seichprey. .The
wears
was of 'gold and the gift of the Humane Education society.. Stubby
decorations.
other
many
h

Editor Get Day Off.
Rio de Janeiro. Work In newspaper offices In Rio de Janeiro between
eight o'clock Sunday morning and
eight o'clock Monday morning Is prohibited under the provisions of an act
passed by the municipal council.
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That Baby should have a bed of Its own all ate agreed. Tet it
than to use
is more reasonable for an Infant to sleep with grown-up- s
A man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate organism of
that same infant. Either practice is to be shunned. Neither would
be tolerated by specialists in children's diseases.
.Your Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must be
prepared with even greater care than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often disarranged
by improper food. Could you for a moment, then, think of giving
to your ailing child anything but a medicine especially prepared
for Infants and Children ? Don't be deceived.
Make a mental note of this: It is important, Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well, the digestive organs of
your Baby must receive special care. No Baby is so abnormal that
the desired results may be had from the use of medicines primarily
prepared for grown-upMOTHERS

SHOULD

READ THE BOOKLET
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A Courteous Formality.
"I lmve wot word to my constituents that 1 will welcome ndvde at
Senator Sorany time,"
ghum.
"But you'll get ho much you can't

"My beau he is particular.
About the way I'm dressed,
So Maggie uses Faultless Starch,
So I can look my belt."

remember it."
''All I urn waving Is that I will glvO
I'm not promisIt a polite wcIciiiim!.
ing to slay awake nnd listen."

mam

folk

e

T

Special Care of Baby.

Thereby PromotinSDlfcltfacij
Cheerfulness anc

u

losses."

rtihSlnnurJiSBreljrf
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PASSION PLAY
TO BE REVIVED

Stray Baggage Always
Has Most Valuables.

(mmm

PER OENT.

Avertable Pfepartii6fAj

some
was dragged
distance and then let g$. on
wheel passing over his body. He
had half a peck of green apples
In his shirt which acted as a
cushion and saved him from serious barm.

Our Own Garden Hints.
Robert wants to know how to it'll
whether or not the little green xli.Mta
that appear in his garden are weeds.
Y'ank them nut, Robert; If tlioy come
POSSIBLY HER LAST CHANCE up again they are weeds. Boston
Nothing Left
Ralph How about that l,000,OoO
Transcript.
Will case?
At All Events, the Object of Hia Affecto
the
that
Gerald Oh, they settled
tions Perfectly Agreed With
satisfaction of the lawyers on both
Her Fiance.
sides.
"Ah Anybody else get anything?"
For several minutes the young man
London Answers.
did not speak. His heart was too
full. It was enough for hlin to know
? .
Bhave With Cutlcura So.,
thnt this glorious creature loved him;
And double your razor efficiency as thut she had promised to share his
well as promote skin purity, skin com- fate.
fort and skin health. No mug, no
With a new and delightful sense of
slimy soap, no germs, no waste, no ownership he feasted his eyes once
irritation even when shaved twice more upon her beauty, und as he realdally. One soap for all uses shaving ized that henceforth It would be his
bathing and shampooing. Advertisement privilege to provide for her welfare
and happiness, he could have almost
Y. W. C. A. In Constantinople.
wept with joy.
In the presence of a large number
His good fortune seemed Incredible.
of distinguished guests both In politi- Finally he whispered tenderly:
cal and educational circles, a new
"How did It ever happen, darling,
service center was opened recently in that such a bright, shining angel as
Stnniboul, the old city of Constanti- yourself fell in love with a dull, stunople, by. the Y. W. C. A. Speeches pid fellow like me?"
"Goodness knows," she murmured
were made In both English and Turkish. The house and garden obtuined absently; "I must have a screw loose
for the center are both attractive nnd somewhere."
well adapted to their new use, as well
Flavor
Another
as conveniently situated.
A Celebrity Arrives.
sealed in by toasting
meeting and recreation place which
In the local
excitement
"Great
the Y. W, C. A. has provided for Conroom."
stantinople girls is a spacious garden
"What's happened?"
on the beautiful sea of Marmora. It
"A beautiful woman has Just shot a
las been r.ented from a wealthy pasha married man who wasn't married to
to serve as a summer camp.
her. The city editor has Issued orders
to get all her photographs available,
from her babyhood to the one taken
Steady Young Feller.
"They tell me that your boy, Josh, yesterday, and two men hnve been sent
Quickly Relieved by
has grown to be a mlddlln' wild young to arrange for exclusive publication of
WAKEFIELD'S
feller since he come back from trav- her diary. He lias also called up a
eling around with them marines," said friend who Is In the
business who Is on the lookout for new WakefleM's
Farmer Hrown to his neighbor.
Plt.rhhorry Balwam hn lwn
"Wn-l-l,drawled the father, "he stars." Birmingham
the a u rent ami quickest remely for DiarCliolora Infantum and
rhoea,
wild.
lywivtry.
He's
call
I'd
what
ain't exactly
Cholera MorhuH fur 7 years. Whlh hrm-lw- l n
lieen gain" to the movies n coupla
quick and roHtve In Ittt HCilon, it in
Ups and
th
nnd clops not rtoiiHtlpate, it
times a week, smoked cigarettes,
Two men, strangers to each other, troobl and rutH tlio stomroh and bowulamil-In
th
natural, regular condition. Of bf-idrinks a right smart lot of lemon sat side by side in a suburban train tbeir
relions of bottles hoUI, no cane ha
sody, and bus started to collect pic- Finally, one turned to the other nnd ported wher a ur wan not effctl when
wrrc
followed.
directions
tures of them show actresses. But becume confidential.
Every hnme fthnutil Imvi a bottle oi mor
attacks.
I reckon the boy ain't bad he's just
"inn a. on band ready for sudden
"I," he said Impressively,
3 time
$1 00 bottle hold
(iff.
EOt
and $3Haiti
sowin' his wild oats." The Leather- starter of elevators In a city sky- &uo alze.
everywhere
neck.
to
them
I
go
signal
scraper. When
up, they go up. And your line Is ?"
"I," said the other, "am an underQuite Imaginary.
When I slgnnl them to go
Trofessor (Jive me an example of taker.
an Imaginary spheroid.
down, they go down." The American
Student A rooster's egg, sir.
Legion Weekly.
aeekerfl
!
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Blackberry Balsam

"
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Western Canada
Land of Prosperity

'No
No

offer to home
opportunities that can
not be secured elsewhere. Tho thousands ot
fanner from the United States who have
accepted Canada'a generous offer to aettleoa
FREE homeateadt or buy farm land in her
provinces have been well repaid by bountiful
crops. There is still available on easy terns

hot cooking
trouble to serve

For

Fertile Land at $15 to $30 an Acr

lend similar tn that which through many
year has yielded from 20 to 43 bushel
of wheat to the acre oats, barley and
flax also in (neat abundance, while raising
cattle, sheep and hose is equally
horse,
profitable. Hundreds of farmers in 'Western
Canada hsve raised crops in a single season
worth more than the whole cost of their land.

or lunch, no
breakfast so
convenient

food is Quite
as
or satisfying

With such success comes prosperity. Independence, good homennnd all the comforts and
conveniences which make life worth living.

Grape-Nut- s

Farm Gardens, Poultry, Dairying

Served from the package,
with cream or milk full of
nutrsplendid
ition. Its flavor and enspness
charm the taste-- a splendid
summer food.
"There's a Reason" (or Grape Nuts
body-buildin-

are sources of income second only
grain
growing sna stock raising. Attractive)
climate, good neighbors, churches and:
schools, good matkets, railroad facilities,
rural telephone, etc.
For certificate entitling yon to) reduced railway rates, illustrated literature, maps, description of farm oppor
luniirc ill muiiiitiua, ousKaicnewtula
Aipena ana oriusu uuunwia.

lu

I

g

writ)

W.V. BENNETT
Room 4, Bus bvildlng

-

Sold

fcjr

Omaha. Neb,

grocers
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HE RESERVE

Reserve Items

BANK OF MAGDALENA
!

Report of llie Condition at the Close of Business
JUNE 80, 1921

--

RESOURCES

(446,243.42

Loans and Discounts

2,351.63
17,403?29

Stocks and Bonda
Real
Cash

1W

Estate, Fur. and Fix.
and Due from Banks

76,881.21
9541.879.SS

LIABILITIES
30,000.00

Capital

62,161.36
Surplus and Profits
398,198.18
Deposits
Rediscounts and Bills Payable 63,630.02
S41,879.SS

The Strongest Bank With The Largest
Deposits in Socorro County

P.

S.

HIGGINS,

LUNA NOTES

Apostle Richard Lyman was the
speaker at the conference.
principal
of
J.
Creel,
Mogollon, was
Myrl
a business visitor here Thursday.!
Grandpa Stewart, haa been con'
Oscar Irwin rode down from his fined to his room for the past week
place near Horse Springs, to attend with rheumatism.
to business affairs.
There is a great deal of hay ready
Joe Day, of Mogollon drove in Fri to cut in the valley, but those who
day over the Salias road, and says have cut their hay have been unable
to haul It In on account of the conIts muddy, but passable.
tinuous rains.
J. E. Torres and son of Socorro
The road west of Luna has been
were In town during the recent Com
completed although it was cut down
missioners meeting.
quite a bit on account of the approMcAfee
Leo
epent several days of priation being short, but neverthethe past week at Reserve, returning less we have a good road into Arizona
to Magdalena Tuesday.
Bishop A. O. Reynolds, W. 8.
C. Laney
H. E. Barber and Clarence Dyer Laney, A. V, Reynolds, L.
Miss
have
Just
Reynolds
Myrtle
and
were Magdalena visitors Friday and
returned from St Johns, Arizona,
may possibly visit Carlsbad before
where they have been attending the
returning.
quarterly conference of the L. O. S.
church.
They report rains In that
J. E. Rhein, southwestern
mud chains necessary.
and
vicinity
of The Dalton Adding Machine
Company haa been spending a few
Mrs. Lula Baldwin and children,
days this week In Reserve, driving
of
Taylor, Arizona; Mrs. Huldah
overland from El Paso.
of Eagar, Arizona;
Rothesburger,
Miss Ruth Reynolds,
Hazel
and
Miss
E. F. Antila, of the State
of here, daughters of W. H. Reynolds
department, Harold Bunton and
with Mr. Orsin Davis, an elderly man
the Misses Gooch and Thurmond
teamster had a very narrow es
were Reserve visitors on Sunday last for
In the Frisco River while recape
out
from
MagdaUena.
driving
turning from the warm springs a few
ago. They were caught in a
Miss Marie Snodgrass, who haB days
flood Just as they were crosslarge
month
with
been spending the past
river. One of the Laney
the
ing
her sister, Mrs. Eddie Hudson, rebrothers happened along on his
turned to her home at Magdqlena
saddle horse and got them out, the
Tuesday.
children first, just as the wagon was
washed over. They lost three rolls
Anastacio Baca, County Commis
of 'bedding and suit cases which start
sioner from Quemado came down to
ed down stream towards Uncle Bill
attend the Commissioner's meeting Lewis' Mr. Davis stayed on a drift
and is spending a few days at the
that lodged against a tree all night.
home of Leandro Baca and family.
He has been confined to his bed since.
O

.

General Merchant
Carries a full line of

Staple and Fancy Groceries
Dry Goods, Shoes, Notions
Cold Drinks
Candies
Cigars

NEW MEXICO

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

Mr. Roark, of the Guaranty Title
USB THE NEW CROP OP
and Trust Company of Socorro, spent
VALLEY EXTRACTED HONEY
Thursday, Friday and Saturday here
in the interests of his company, and
33.60
12 pint Jars
we understand was very successful
12 quart jars
(5.00
8.40
12
palls
Mr. and Mrs. Verg Wheeler are
6
$7.70
palls
the proud parents of a fine baby
EDWARDS KASH & KARRY
and
Advo
born
the
12,
August
boy,
Socorro, New Mexico
cate extends Us heartiest
10-l-

congratu

0

lations.

If all merchants knew when to say
when uncertain credit is asked,
'No"
Rupert F. Asplund with the State there would be fewer store failures,
Tax Payers Association of Santa Fe,
and fewer deadbeats among custo
has been in Reserve for a few days
this week. Mr. Asplund is visiting
with Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Gaunt.

mers.

MODERN AND
STEAM HEATED

Hotel Aragon
HERMAN A.

,

FUNKE, PROP.

MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO
WE USE EVERY EFFORT TO PLEASE OUR PATRONS

the: best dining

m

hoom

service

MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN
MAGDALEN- A-

THE RESERVE GARAGE

,

GENERAL REPAIR WORK

SIX SERVICE

BUICK

WELDING

CAR TO ANY POINT, DAY OR NIGHT

Phone No. 3

Reserve, N. M.

A. G. HILL, PROP.

"t

WHEN YOU VISIT MAGDALENA

ix

EAT AT THE

.

X

.
.

X
(

'(
,

X

I .1 I

.1

Magdalena Cafe

X
X
X
I X
X
X
I X
X

n

X
X
. X

X

.
,
.

X
X
X

p
0
THE STAGGER TODDLE

HOT AND COLD RUNNING WATKR

GOOD
ALL

x
x

SERVICE

COURTEOUS

TREATMENT

THE DELICACIES THE MARKET AFFORDS

I X I
X

.

X

THE RESERVE REALTY COMPANY

W. J. JONES, Manager
RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

REAL ESTATE

RANCHES

TOWN LOTS

OIL LEASES

Algy "Parker, I'm ruined socially on
Johny Reed, who has been spend
lng the past year in Oklahoma, Is Last night at the ball I drank too

back In Catron county, and will make much and staggered Into everybody."
Valet "Scarcely that sir. Every
his home for the present with his
one's talking of you as inventing a
mother Mrs. Pat Birmingham.
new dance."
0
Miss Deatron Campbell, county
would take a large world to hold
It
of
Catron
schools
for
superintendent
county, left Tuesday for Santa Fe all that people pray for.
where she will attend a meeting of
the state teachers, which Is being
held at the state capital today.

WE

APPRECIATE

YOUR PATRONAGE
COME IN AND SEE US

C. M. Dyer and family drove In
from Magdalena Friday. Mr. Dyer
drove Into the canyon north of town
w hill e the big rise was on and came
nearly going down in the flood. Mrs.
Dyer and the children waded out
and Mr. HUH of the Garage and citl
zens towed the car out.

Remember the little boy who sat
the river bank waiting for it to
run down so he could get across to
the Village? Several of Reserve's
population have been doing the very
same thing, and very often in the
last few weeks. We only wonder
where all the water comes from.
on

STATEMENT SHOWING CONDITION
OF THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Youll enjoy the
sport of rolling
em with P. A.!

OF MAGDALENA

JUNE

30, 1921
4

Loans and Discounts

$467,960.68

Bonds and Ctrt'fs.

73,660.00

Other Bonds and Stocks

1,960.00

U. S.

Heal Estate,
Cash

and

due

Fur. and Fix.

TOTAL

3686,808.63

Capital Stock
Surplus and

5,813.39
87.5W.56

from banks

3

Profit

Circulation

60,000.00
22,272.73
48,300.00

313,69.94

Deposits

Federal Reserve

Bank

162,635.96

August Kiehne, W. J. Jones, Flor- encio Jiron and Mrs. J. R. Gaunt
spent the week at Santa Fe where
they attended the republican state
convention that nominated Holm O.
Bursum for the office of United
States Senator. They were Bursum
boosters when they started and re'
turned stronger than ever that Bur
sum Is the only man In the state
for this high position. Catron co
unty can be counted upon to give
Holm O. Bursum one of the largest
majorities ever given any candidate
In the territory covered by the new
boundaries of the county.
0
It Is not the man who himself ac
complishes the most work, but the
one who possesses the faculty to use
the ability of others who attains the
broadest success.

Print Albort li $old
in toppy nil bag;
tidy rod tint, hand,
worn pound and halt
pound tin humidoro
and in tho pound
cryotal flan humidor with apongm
moimtonn tap.

more-ish-ne-

0

3686,808.63

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF MAGDALENA

The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County

A homely young English chap, hav
lng his view obstructed by the head
gear of the girl in front of him, ventured to protest. "See here, miss,"
he said, leaning over. "I want to look
as well as you."
"Oh do yerT" she replied, in a
rich Cockney accent. "Then you bet
ter run 'ome and change yer flee."

No use sitting-b- y and saying maybe you'll cash this
hunch tomorrow. Do it while
the going's good, for
you can't figure out
whatyou're passing by! Such
flavor, such coolness, such
.
well, the only
way to get the words emphatic enough is to go to it
and know yourself 1
man-o-ma- n,

A MATTER OF LOOKS
TOTAL

thing you do next
And, besides Prince
get some makin's Albert's delightful flavor,
papers and some Prince there's its freedom from bite
Albert tobacco and puff away and parch which is cut out by
on a home made cigarette our exclusive patented procthat will hit on all your ess! Certainly you smoke
smoke cylinders I
P. A. from sun up till you

FIRST

Copjrritit

my

1921

R. J. Kamolda
Tobacco Co.

Wluton-Sahi-

N, C

ss

slip between the sheets with-

out a comeback.
Prince Albert is the tobacco that revolutionized pipe
smoking. If you never could
smoke a pipe
forget it!
You can AND YOU WILL
if you use Prince Albert
for packing! It's a smoke
revelation in a jimmy pipe

or a cigarette!

Me Albert
the national joy tmokt

